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IN THIS UNIT

 GRAMMAR 
•   to be  
•   there is ,  there are    (+  any ) 

 VOCABULARY 
•  cities 
•  adjectives  (1)
•  places in a city 

 SCENARIO 
•  saying where places are
• using a map 

 STUDY SKILLS 
•  using your dictionary (1) 

 WRITING SKILLS 
• a city description

Cities
1.1 BIG CITIES: CITY FACTS1

  ‘I’m a city person – I go on holiday and I’m bored.’   Danny Boyle, 1956–, British fi lm director

 VOCABULARY 
 CITIES, ADJECTIVES  (1)

 1  Using existing knowledge  Match the cities in the box 
with the photos (A–D). (There are four extra cities.) 

 Istanbul  Jakarta  Lagos  London    Mexico City
New York  Shanghai  Tokyo 

 2 Match the adjectives (1–8) with their opposites 
(a–h), then choose two or three words for each city 
in the photos. 

 1 good a hot 
 2 old  b dry 
 3 big  c quiet 
 4 cold d new 
 5  wet  e expensive 
 6  noisy f ugly 
 7  beautiful g bad 
 8  cheap h small 
 Istanbul – big, … 

 READING 
 3a Read the text and choose the correct answer. 

 Jakarta is  
 1 big and noisy. 
 2 small and quiet. 
 3 cold and expensive .

 3b Are these sentences about Jakarta true or false? 

 1 It’s in Indonesia.   true  
 2 It’s in the west of the country. 
 3 The weather is dry in December. 
 4 It isn’t the capital of Indonesia. 
 5 The restaurants are bad. 
 6 The boats in the old port aren’t beautiful. 

 1 It’s in the west of Indonesia. 

 2  It’s on the sea. 

 3 It’s a big city. 

 4  It isn’t a quiet city. In fact, it’s very noisy. 

 5 It’s the capital of Indonesia. 

 6  The weather is hot all year. It’s wet from October 
to March. 

 7 It’s famous for food. 

 8 The restaurants are good. 

 9  The boats in the old port are big. 
They’re beautiful, too. 

10 The buses aren’t expensive.

A

Jakarta, Indonesia
10 FACTS 
ABOUT MY CITY
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BIG CITIES: CITY FACTS   1.1

 GRAMMAR 
  TO BE  

 4 Read the text again. Complete the table. 

  affi rmative (+ )    negative (–)    question (?)  

 I’m (I am)  I’m not (I am not)  am I? 

 he’s (he is)  he isn’t (he is not)  is he? 

 she’s (she is)  she isn’t (she is not)  is she? 

  1   it’s    (it is)  it  2        (it is not)  is it? 

 you’re (you are)  you aren’t (you are not)  are you? 

 we’re (we are)  we aren’t (we are not)  are we? 
3      (they 
are) 

 they 4     (they are 
not) 

 are they? 

   Language reference and extra practice, pages 102–103 

 5a Choose the correct word. 

 1 London  is /   are  the capital of the UK. 
   It’s / He’s  an old city. 
 2 Istanbul  aren’t / isn’t  the capital of Turkey. 
 3 Beijing and Shanghai a m / are  in China. 
 4 New York and Tokyo  aren’t / isn’t  hot in December. 

 5b Write one or two sentences about your city or town. 

 My city is noisy.  

GRAMMAR TIP

Notice the short answers.
‘Is London cold?’ ‘Yes, it is.’ 

 6 Look at the questions and choose the best answer. 

 1 Is your city beautiful? 
   Yes, it is.  /  No, it isn’t.  
 2 Are you a student? 
   Yes, I am.  /  No, I’m not.  
 3 Are the restaurants in your city bad? 
   Yes, they are.  /  No, they aren’t.  
 4 Is your teacher from the UK? 
   Yes, he/she is.  /  No, he/she isn’t.  

 7 Put the words in the right order to make questions. 
Then ask and answer the questions with a partner. 

 1 good in your city / coffee / Is / ? 
  Is coffee good in your city? 
 2 expensive in your city / the buses / Are / ? 
 3 Is / in Europe / New York / ? 
 4 a big / Tokyo / city / Is / ? 
 5 Are / you / in your city / happy / ? 
 6 famous / Are / in your city / you / ? 

 LISTENING 
 8a 1.1     Understanding c ontext    Listen to two 
conversations and choose the correct endings for 
these sentences. 

 1 The conversations are between 
  a two students. 
  b two teachers. 
  c a teacher and a student. 
 2 The situation is 
  a on the phone. 
  b in a school/university. 
  c in a café. 

 8b Listen again and complete these phrases.  

  Mexico City   Istanbul

 1 big, noisy,   old     4 big,             , noisy
 2 the     of Mexico  5              mosques
 3              buses  6              in winter

     SPEAKING 
 9a Look at Audio script 1.1 on page 148. Practise the 
conversations with a partner.  

 9b Work with a partner to make similar conversations 
between a teacher and a student. 

7

C

D

B
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 VOCABULARY 
 PLACES IN A CITY 

 1a Match the words in the box with the corresponding 
photo(s) on pages 8 and 9.  You will not need all the words.

 an airport  a beach  a bridge  a canal  a church 
 a cinema  a concert hall  a fountain  a harbour  
a mountain  a museum    a park  a temple   

 1b Make a list of more buildings and places in a city. 
Compare your list with a partner’s. 

1.2 PLACES IN A CITY

 READING 
 2  Understanding main points  Read the article about 
famous cities from an in-fl ight magazine below. 
Put these words in the correct gaps. 

  music   beaches  fi lms  water 

 3 Read the article again and choose the best 
answer (a, b or c). 

  1  Copacabana is a famous     beach    . 
  a park b  cinema c  beach 
  2  Rio is a good place for      . 
  a fi lms b  music c  museums 
  3  Mumbai is a       city. 
  a small b  busy c  quiet  
  4  Bollywood fi lms are from      . 
  a Los Angeles b  Mumbai c  Venice 
  5  Venice is a     city. 
  a big b  noisy c  small 
  6  Venice isn’t a good place for      . 
  a cars b  people c  boats 

 In all cities there are large buildings, parks, museums and 
schools, but a lot of cities are famous for other things. 

 Mumbai, city of  3        
Mumbai is in the west of India. It’s a big 
city with over ten million people. It’s a 
busy city with a lot of entertainment. 
There isn’t a carnival, but the city is 
famous for music and � lms. In Los 
Angeles, there’s Hollywood; in Mumbai, 
there’s Bollywood. In Mumbai, there 
are a lot of cinemas – over 200! It’s an 
exciting city.

 Venice, city of  4        
Venice is in the north-east of Italy. 
It isn’t a big city – the population 
is under 500,000. In Venice, there 
aren’t any buses or cars. There are 
150 canals and a lot of boats. It’s a 
beautiful city.

 Rio de Janeiro, city of  1      music      
and city of  2        
Rio is in the south-east of Brazil. 
The population is over six million. In 
Rio, there are mountains and lovely 
beaches. Copacabana Beach is famous 
for beach football. There are a lot of 
bars and concert halls with samba and 
bossa-nova music. There is a famous 
carnival every year. Rio is a fun city!

Famous cities

A

B

C

E F G

D
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PLACES IN A CITY  1.2

 GRAMMAR 
  THERE IS, THERE ARE  

 4a Complete the sentences from the article. 

 1 In Rio,    there   is    a famous carnival. 
 2 In Mumbai,       a lot of cinemas. 
 3 In Mumbai,       a carnival. 
 4 In Venice,       buses or cars. 

 4b  There is (There’s)/There are  introduces a place or thing. It tells 
us what is in a city, building, room or place. Look at sentences 3 and 
4 in Exercise 4a. When do we use  any  in a negative sentence? 

 5 Complete the table below with the correct words in the box. 

  is   is  are  are  any  not  isn’t 

  singular    plural   

  +   There’s a cinema. 
 (There  1    is   a cinema.) 

 There  2        200 cinemas. 

  _   There isn’t a theatre. 
 (There is  3        a theatre.) 

 There aren’t  4        theatres. 
(There are not any theatres.) 

  ?    5        there a park? 
 Yes, there is. 
 No, there  7       .  

 Are there any canals? 
 Yes, there  6       . 
 No, there aren’t. 

   Language reference and extra practice, pages 102–103 

 6 Choose the correct form of  to be . 

 1 In London, there  is  /  are  an opera house. 
 2 There  is  /  are  two international airports in New York. 
 3 In Brighton, there  isn’t  /  aren’t  any canals. 
 4 There  isn’t a  /  isn’t any  harbour in Mexico City. 
 5  Is  /  Are  there any temples in Paris? 
 6 Are there any museums in Nairobi? – Yes, there  are  /  is . 

GRAMMAR TIP

a lot of = a large number of
In Mumbai, there are a lot of cinemas. 

 SPEAKING 
 7 Work with a partner to fi nd out about 
different cities. 

 Student A: Look at the table on page 131 
and ask questions. 
 Student B: Look at the table on page 132 
and ask questions. 

 LISTENING 
 8a 1.2     I Love My City  is a TV 
programme. Listen to the programme 
and match the people with the cities.  

 1 Yukako  a Cape Town 
 2 Pablo  b Lima 
 3 Stefan  c Kyoto 
 4 Peter d Chicago 

 8b Listen again. Tick (✓) the correct 
sentences. 

 1 Kyoto 
  a There are a lot of new buildings. 
  b There are a lot of old buildings. ✓ 

 2 Lima 
  a There are a lot of cafés.  
  b  There are a lot of cars and buses.
 3 Chicago 
  a  There are a lot of museums.
  b There are a lot of temples.  
 4 Cape Town 
  a There’s a beautiful fountain. 
  b There’s a beautiful mountain. 

 PRONUNCIATION 
 9a 1.3   Contractions  Listen and tick 
(✓) the sentence you hear. 

 1 a I’m from Chicago. ✓ 
  b I am from Chicago. 
 2 a They are very quiet. 
  b They’re very quiet. 
 3 a There’s a beautiful mountain. 
  b There is a beautiful mountain. 

 9b Listen again and repeat. 

 WRITING 
 10 Write about your city or town. 

 My city is in the north/south-east of . . . 
The population of my city is . . . My city is 
famous for . . . In my city, there are . . .  

MEET THE EXPERT

Watch an interview with Adam Gadsby, 
an international publisher, about 
megacities.
Turn to page 126 for video activities.

H

J

I
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ON THE STREET
SCENARIO
ON THE STREET
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1.3

 PREPARATION 
 1 Match the places in the box with the symbols (1–15). 

  bookshop   building site  bus station  car park     
college  gardens  library  market  post offi ce     
public toilets  railway station  shopping centre     
swimming pool  tourist information centre  zoo 

Cambridge

 2 1.4      Listen to six sounds from a city. Match them 
with places in Exercise 1.  

 1 – railway station 

 3 Complete the text below with the words in the box. 

  England   famous  gardens  language     
population  students  

City Focus

bookshop

1

6

11

2

7

12

3

8

13

4

9

14

5

10

15

  Cambridge  is a famous 
university city in the UK. 
It’s in the east of  1   England  , 
80 kilometres north of 
London. It’s a small city 
with a  2        of 124,000. 
Cambridge is a beautiful old 
city, and is very green, with 
many parks and  3       . 
There are 31 colleges in the 
University of Cambridge – 
King’s and Trinity are two 
 4       colleges. There 
are 18,000  5       at the 
university. There are also 
a lot of English  6       
schools in the city. 
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 1.3

ON THE STREETON THE STREET

 PRONUNCIATION 
 6a 1.6     Schwa  Work with a partner. 
Listen to these words. How do we say 
the underlined part? We call this sound 
the  schwa  /ə/. Practise saying the words. 

 stati o n  opp o site  fam ou s  Engl a nd 

 6b 1.7    Underline the parts of the 
words below with the schwa. Listen and 
check, then repeat the words. One word 
has two schwas. 

 canal  fountain  library  cinema     
  quiet  million 

 TASK 
 USING A MAP 

 7 Work with a partner to fi nd places on 
a map. Use the language from Exercises 
4b–5 and the Useful phrases to help. 

 Student A: Look at the information on 
page 131.
  Student B: Look at the information on 
page 147.  

USEFUL PHRASES

It’s on the right/left of the map.
It’s on the right/left of the library.
It’s at the top/bottom of the map.

KEY LANGUAGE 
 SAYING WHERE PLACES ARE 

 4a 1.5    Look at the map of Cambridge and listen to a talk. 
Where are the people?  

 1 at a university 
 2 at an English language school 
 3 on a tour bus 

 4b Listen again and choose the best phrase (a, b or c) to complete 
the sentences. 

 1 The bookshop is 
  a in Trinity College. 
  b opposite Trinity College. 
  c next to Trinity College. 
 2 The market is 
  a next to Trinity College. 
  b in the shopping centre.  
  c between Trinity College 

 and the main post offi ce. 

 5 Look at the map again and make sentences. Use the table to help you. 

 The post offi ce   

 is 

 between      Trinity College. 

The theatre next to  the tourist information centre. 

The library  in King’s College and the tourist 
information centre.

The market  opposite the shopping centre.

 The library is in the shopping centre. 

 3 The bus station is 
  a next to the park. 
  b opposite the post offi ce.  
  c between the post offi ce 

 and the market. 
 4 The library is 
  a  opposite the bus station. 
  b  in the shopping centre. 
 c   between King’s College and 

the tourist information centre.

11
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STUDY AND WRITING SKILLS STUDY AND WRITING SKILLS
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1.4

 STUDY SKILLS 
 USING YOUR DICTIONARY (1) 

 1 1.8     The alphabet  What is the fi rst 
letter of the English alphabet? What is 
the last letter? Listen and repeat the 
alphabet. Look at Audio script 1.8 on 
page 148. 

 2 1.9    Complete groups 1–7 with these 
letters. Listen and check your answers.  

  C      E     J     K     L     N     O     P     T     
U     X     Y 

 1 / eɪ / A H      
 2 / iː / B   C   D     G       V 
 3 / e / F     M     S     Z 
 4 / aɪ / I     
 5  / uː / Q     W 
 6  / əʊ /     
 7  / ɑː / R 

 3 Which letters are these? Practise 
saying the letters. Use the phonetic chart 
on page 159. 

 1 / siː /   C   
 2 / dʒiː /     
 3 / eɪtʃ /     
 4 / dʒeɪ /     

 5 / kjuː /     
 6 / juː /     
 7 / waɪ /     
 8 /zed/     

 4a Listen to your teacher spell some 
words. Write the words. 

 4b Work with a partner and spell words. 
Write your partner’s words. 

 Student A: Look at page 132. 
 Student B: Look at page 131. 

 5 Number these words in alphabetical 
order. You have 30 seconds. 

 yes  is  
 famous  café 1 
 market  music  
 chair  harbour  
 no  cold  
 city  park  
 mountain  museum   

 6a Work with a partner and do a 
word race. Find these words in your 
dictionary. Write the next word from 
your dictionary. Who is fi rst? 

 under  grass  map  head  sea     
food  radio  thing  English 

 6b Compare your words. Are they the 
same? 

 7 Listen to your teacher and write down 
the words you hear. Check your spelling 
in your dictionary. 

 8  A dictionary entry  Look at the dictionary extracts below. Complete 
the labels (1–6) with the phrases in the box. 

  part of speech   defi nition  pronunciation  example
opposite meaning  different meanings of the word  

 9  Parts of speech  The underlined words in sentences 1 and 2 are 
nouns. The underlined words in sentences 3 and 4 are adjectives. 

 1 There is a  harbour  in Sydney. 
 2 There is a  museum  in my city. 
 3 Mumbai is a  busy  city. 
 4 My city is  big . 
 Which words below are nouns? Which words are adjectives? Use 
your dictionary. Write  n  or  adj  next to the words. (Dictionaries often 
use  n  for nouns and  adj  for adjectives.) 

 1  international  adj  
 2  kilometre 
 3  lovely 
 4  noisy 
 5 peaceful 
 6  port  

  7  quiet 
  8  shop 
  9  small 
 10  station 
 11  university 
 12  zoo 

 

P   po  .  ny  / ̍pəʊni  $  ̍poʊni /  noun  (plural  ponies)    
a small horse    

po  .  ny  .  tail  / ̍pəʊniˌteɪl  $  ̍poʊniˌteɪl /  noun   long 
hair tied at the back of your head so that it hangs 
down:  Kim’s hair was pulled back in a ponytail.   
see picture   at HAIRSTYLE

1    

2    

  pool  1  / puːl /  noun   1  a place that has been made 
for people to swim in SYNONYM  swimming pool: 
  They have a pool in their back garden.   2  a pool 
of water, blood, etc. is a small area of it somewhere: 
 There was   a pool of   oil under the motorbike.   
3 (no plural) a game in which you use a long stick 
to hit numbered balls into holes at the edge of a 
table. You play or shoot pool.

3    

 From the  Longman WordWise Dictionary  

  poor  / pʊə  $  pʊr /  adjective     1 someone who is 
poor has very little money and does not own many 
things ANTONYM  rich, wealthy:   We were so poor   we 
couldn’t afford to heat the house properly. • He 
came from a poor background  (= from a family 
that had very little money).   2 something that is 
poor is not as good as it should be:  His schoolwork 
has been poor recently.   3 (spoken) used to show 
that you feel sorry for someone: Poor Ted had no 
idea what was happening.

5    

6    

4  part of 
speech
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 1.4STUDY AND WRITING SKILLS STUDY AND WRITING SKILLS
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WRITING SKILLS 
 A CITY DESCRIPTION 

 10 Look at the Toronto fact fi le for tourists. Complete 
sections 1–5 of the fact fi le with these headings. 

 •  General description  
 • Location 
 • Tourist attractions 

 • Size 
 • Climate 

 11a  Adjectives  Adjectives make descriptions 
interesting. Which of these words are adjectives, and 
which are nouns? Use your dictionary. 

 1 beautiful  adj    
 2  busy 
 3  Chinese 
 4  modern 
 5  population  

 6  summer 
 7  view 
 8  warm 
 9  wonderful 

 11b Match adjectives from above with these 
descriptions. Use your dictionary to help you. 

 1  It isn’t hot, it isn’t cold.  It’s   warm  . 
 2  It’s new. It’s      . 
 3  It’s full of people, cars and noise. It’s      . 
 4  It isn’t ugly. It’s      . 
 5  It’s very good. It’s      . 

 12  Linkers  We use  and  to join two sentences or 
ideas. Look at these examples, then join the pairs of 
sentences (1–6). 

 Toronto is a modern city. +  Toronto is a  busy  city .  
 = Toronto is a modern and busy city. 
 There is a restaurant at the top of the tower. +  There is  a 
theatre  at the top of the tower .  
 = There is a restaurant and a theatre at the top of the 
tower. 
 1 London is a big city. + London is an expensive city. 
 2  There are museums in the city. + There are theatres 

in the city. 
 3  Venice is a small city. + Venice is a beautiful city. 
 4  There are canals in the city. + There are a lot of 

churches in the city. 
 5  Sydney is a large city. + Sydney is a noisy city. 
 6  There is an opera house. + There is a beautiful 

harbour. 

 13 Write a fact fi le for your city or another city.  

 • Note information about the city. 
 • Put the information into sections, e.g.  Location , 

 Climate …  
 • Write sentences for each section. Use adjectives. 

Use  and . 

 CITY FACT FILE 
  1                
 Toronto is in the south-east of Canada, in Ontario. 
It is on Lake Ontario.  

  2                
 In the summer, Toronto is warm (25˚C) and in the 
winter, it is very cold (–10˚C).  

  3                
 Toronto is a big city. The population is 2.6 million. 

  4      General description       
 Toronto is a modern and busy city. There is a 
beautiful harbour. There are a lot of museums, 
theatres and   restaurants.  

  5                  
  Chinatown  – There are a lot of restaurants and 
Chinese shops here.  
  The CN Tower  – There is a restaurant and a theatre 
at the top of the tower. The views are   wonderful. 
  Niagara Falls  – This beautiful tourist attraction is 
160km from Toronto.  

Toronto
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IN THIS UNIT

 GRAMMAR 
•   question w ords 
•   adverbs of frequency 

 VOCABULARY 
•   verbs connected with water 
•   adjectives (2) 

 SCENARIO 
•   making and responding to 

suggestions 

 STUDY SKILLS 
•   classroom language 

 WRITING SKILLS 
•  a description of a process

Nature
3.1 WET AND DRY3

‘Let nature be your teacher.’ William Wordsworth, 1770–1850, British poet

 READING 
 1a Read the quiz on the right and answer the 
questions with a partner.  

 1b Check your answers on page 147. 

 VOCABULARY 
 VERBS CONNECTED WITH WATER 

 2a Which verbs from the box are connected with 
using water? Check new verbs in your dictionary. 

 boil     change     cook     drink     fi nd     freeze       make     
sleep     stop     swim     wash     waste 

 2b Complete these questions with verbs from the 
box.  It is possible to use each verb more than once.

 1 Do you    drink   a lot of tea in the morning? 
 2 Do you       water to make coffee? 
 3 Do you       in the sea or in a swimming pool? 
 4 Do you       dinner in the evening? 
 5 Do you       your car every week? 
 6 Do you       two litres of water every day? 

 2c Ask and answer the questions with a partner. 

 A: Do you drink a lot of tea in the morning? 
 B: No, I don’t like tea. 

 1 When is it good to drink a cup of hot water 
and lemon? 
 a)  early in the morning b) late at night 

 2 What percentage of an iceberg is under the 
water? 
 a)  70 percent b) 90 percent 

 3 At what temperature does water boil? 
 a)  50°C b) 100°C 

 4 Which town doesn’t have a lot of rain? 
 a)  Antofagasta, Chile b) Reykjavik, Iceland 

 5 Who uses about 500 litres of water a day? 
 a)  a person from China b) a person from the US 

 6 Why do people need to drink a lot of water? 
 a)  because a lot of our body is water
b) because water has a lot of vitamins 

 7 Where in the world is there almost no water? 
 a)  in the mountains b) in the deserts 

 8 How do people in the desert wash their dishes? 
a) with sand b) with water

What do you know about water?

16.54 79%WE2-ES

A
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Nature
3.1 WET AND DRY  GRAMMAR 

 QUESTION WORDS 

 5a Look at the quiz in Exercise 1 and 
Audio script 3.1 on page 149. Underline 
the question words (for example,  what ). 

 5b Complete the question words in the 
box. Then complete the sentences below. 

 wha  t         whe      whe        wh      wh      
  h        whi       

 1   What   asks about a thing or an idea. 
 2       asks about a person. 
 3       asks about a place. 
 4       asks about time. 
 5       asks about the way we do 

something. 
 6       asks about the reason for 

something. 
 7       asks about a choice between 

two or more things. 

GRAMMAR TIP

We sometimes use What … ? and 
Which … ? with a noun.
What percentage …? 
Which languages …? 

   Language reference and extra practice, 
pages 106–107 

 6 Choose the correct question word to 
complete these questions. Then ask and 
answer the questions with a partner. 

 1  When   /   Who   / Where  do you live? 
 2  How / What / Who  do you study 

English? 
 3  Which / Why / What  do you want to 

learn English? 
 4  How / Who / Why  do you remember 

from your fi rst school? 
 5  Who / Where / What  do you meet 

your friends? 
 6  Where / Which / How  hand do you 

write with, your left or your right? 
 7  Why’s / What’s / When’s  your 

favourite city? 
 8  What / Who / When  do you drink 

coffee? 

 SPEAKING 
 7 Work with a partner to fi nd out some 
more facts about water. 

 Student A: Look at the information on 
page 132.
  Student B: Look at the information on 
page 131. 

 LISTENING 
 3a What do we call a place with almost no water? (Look at the quiz 
in Exercise 1.) Match photos A–E with the words in the box. 

 cactus     camel     plant     rock     sand 

   3b Do you know the names of any deserts? Where are they? 

 4a  Predicting  Dr Bader Al-Shammary is talking on a TV programme 
about deserts. Before you listen, tick (✓) the things you think he talks 
about.  

 animals     food     lemons     money     rain     the sea     temperature   

 4b 3.1    Listen to the interview and tick (✓) the ideas you hear. 

 1 Deserts are not all the same. 
 2 There’s almost no water in deserts. 
 3 Life in deserts is diffi cult. 
 4 Dangerous animals live in deserts. 
 5 People don’t live in deserts. 
 6 Desert people don’t stay in one place. 

 4c 3.2  Listen to the fi rst part of the interview again and complete 
the sentences with numbers. 

 1 In hot deserts, the temperature changes from       degrees in the 
day to       at night. 

 2 Only       percent of the world’s deserts are sand. 
 3 Deserts have a maximum of       millimetres of rain a year. 

 4d 3.3    Listen to the second part of the interview again and 
complete these notes. 

  Life in the desert  
 •  Animals: A lot of them sleep  1       in           the          day    . At night, 

they  2                     .  
 •  Plants: The Saguaro cactus has fi ve tonnes of  3                 

           . 
 •  People: They move from  4                     . In Australia, 

they eat  5                            . 

B

D

C

E
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3.2 IN THE WILD

 READING 
 1 Read the advert and answer these questions. 

 1 Who runs this competition? 
 2 What is the prize? 
 3 Is this competition open to everyone? 
 4 Do you think this is an interesting opportunity? 

Why?/Why not? 

 VOCABULARY 
 ADJECTIVES (2) 

 5a Match adjectives in the wildlife offi cer text with 
meanings 1–6.

  1 not interesting 
 2 the opposite of sad 
 3 many people like it 
 4 a nice thing to do; makes you smile 
 5 nice to look at 
 6 very good 

 5b What other adjectives can you fi nd in the park 
ranger text and in the job advert? 

 6  Describing preferences  Which job do you prefer? 
Why? Use adjectives from Exercises 5a and 5b .

 2 Find out more about the jobs.  

 Student A: Read about the wildlife offi cer on Kangaroo 
Island. How many work duties does she talk about? 
 Student B: Look at page 135. Read about the park 
ranger. How many work duties does she talk about? 

 3 Answer these questions about your wildlife worker. 

 1 Where does she work? 
 2 What work with people does she do? 
 3 What work with animals does she do? 
 4 What things does she like doing? 

 4a Tell your partner about your wildlife worker. Then 
listen and make notes about your partner’s worker. 

 4b Read the other text to check the information.  

  Best jobs in the world!  
 Enter the competition and win a great job for 6 months! 

 Two jobs available this year: 
 • Work in the rainforest – be a park ranger. 
 • Work with dolphins – be a wildlife of� cer. 

 Keep a blog to share your incredible experience with 
the world. 

 AU$100,000 salary  

 Accommodation included. 

 Are you interested in adventure? 
Do you love nature and wildlife? 
 Are you a good communicator?

Aged 18–30? 

 If yes, send a video to apply. 
To � nd out more about the jobs,   

Tourism Australia

click   here

 I always get up early, because every day I check for 
turtles on the beach and in the sea. This is one of my 
important duties and it’s never boring. I’m always 
very happy when I swim with the turtles!  

 Then, in the afternoon, I sometimes take visitors on 
walking tours. They are popular because we often 
see koala bears. We see them about fi ve times a 
week – and we always see kangaroos. That’s not a 
surprise on Kangaroo Island! 

 On the other days, I 
help with the sea kayak 
tours – they’re fun and 
we usually see beautiful 
animals like seals and 
dolphins. There are 
many of them here. We 
occasionally see large 
sharks. They come 
about once a month, 
but we never have any 
problems with them. 

 Working here is great! 

5

10

15

20

A wildlife offi cer
on Kangaroo Island
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IN THE WILD  3.2

 GRAMMAR 
 ADVERBS OF FREQUENCY 

 7a Match the sentence beginnings (1–2) with the 
sentence endings (a–b). 

 1 I always get up early 
 2 I never see koala bears 
 a because every day I check for turtles. 
 b because they don’t live in rainforests. 

 7b Which word shows a frequency of 100 percent? 
Which word shows a frequency of 0 percent? 

 7c Find examples from the texts of the adverbs of 
frequency in the box. Then complete the table. 

 always     sometimes     occasionally     often     
usually     never 

  adverb    examples (text an d line)  

 always wildlife officer  , line 1  

 sometimes               

 occasionally               

 often               

 usually               

 never               

 8 Look again at the examples from the texts in 
Exercise 7c. Does the adverb of frequency go   before or 
after  to be ? Does it go before or after other verbs? 

 9a Look at these expressions of frequency. Number 
them in order of frequency. 

 every day  1   once a month 
 twice a year   fi ve times a week 
 weekly  

 9b Find expressions of frequency in the texts. Where 
do we put them in a sentence? 

 1 after the verb and other words 
 2 after the subject, before the verb 
 3 before the subject 

   Language reference and extra practice, pages 106–107 

 10 Put the words in the right order to make sentences. 

 1  I / feed / the / every day / kangaroos / . 
 2  I / take / visitors / on / usually / guided tours / . 
 3  A / once a year / visitor / gets lost / about / . 
 4  People / enjoy / the / always / mountain walks / . 
 5  There / are / every afternoon / sea kayak tours / . 
 6  I / get / never / bored / because / the natural world / 

always / is / incredible / . 

 11 Add an adverb or expression of frequency to the 
sentences to make them true for you. 
  1  I swim in the sea. 
  2  I watch wildlife shows on TV. 
  3  I go to national parks. 
  4  I travel by boat. 
  5  I use the internet.  
  6  I visit my grandmother. 
  7  I go to the cinema. 
  8  I play sport. 
  9  I read a newspaper. 
 10 I play computer games. 
 1 I often swim in the sea. 

 SPEAKING AND WRITING 
 12a Ask a partner about his/her routines and habits. 
Use the ideas in Exercise 11 and your own ideas. Use 
 How often  …  ?  

 A: How often do you watch wildlife shows on TV?  
 B: About once a month. 

 12b Write sentences about the differences between 
you and your partner. 

 Irina watches wildlife shows on TV about once a month, 
but I never watch them. 

MEET THE EXPERT

Watch an interview with David 
Stevenson, a wildlife photographer, 
about photographing animals.
Turn to page 127 for video activities.
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3.3

 PREPARATION 
 1 Read about the three charities below. Which one is most 
interesting, do you think? 

 2 People do activities and hold events to raise money for charity. 
Look at these ideas. Do people do them in your country?  

 •  a sponsored event (e.g. running, cycling, walking) 
 •  a fund-raising performance (e.g. a music show, a singing 

competition) 
 •  a fund-raising sale (e.g. art and photography, second-hand things, 

a bring-and-buy event) 
 •  money collection on the streets 

 3a 3.4    At a university in the UK, the Student Committee 
is organising a weekend of fund-raising events for Pandas 
International. Listen to their discussion. What activities do they 
decide to have, and when? 

 3b What do these phrases describe? Listen again to check. 

 1 … are great fun. 
 2 … is not much fun. 
 3 I don’t think … is a big problem. 
 4 There are many good … 
 5 … are always popular. 
 6 That’s a nice idea. 

  Pandas 
INTERNATIONAL  
 There are only about 
2,000 pandas alive in the 
wild, and we do not want 
to lose these wonderful 
animals. With your 
donations, we support the 
Woolong Panda Centre in 
China and plant forests 
of the pandas’ favourite 
food – bamboo. 

  THE MARINE CONSERVATION SOCIETY  
 The seas and oceans face many problems from fi shing, pollution 
and climate change. We create ocean parks to save the wildlife 
that lives in the sea. There is no fi shing in these parks. We 
also work to stop pollution of the seas, with a focus on plastic 
pollution, which kills millions of sea animals every year.    
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SAVING NATURE
 3.3

 KEY LANGUAGE 
 MAKING SUGGESTIONS 

 4a 3.5  Complete these sentences from the 
conversation. Then listen and check. 

 1       you got any ideas? 
 2       have a sponsored cycling event. 
 3       ideas for Saturday evening? 
 4       don’t we have a music event? 
 5       about Saturday morning and afternoon? 
 6       about a wildlife art and photography 

competition? 

 4b Which sentences in Exercise 4a ask for 
suggestions? Which ones make suggestions? 

 PRONUNCIATION 
 5a 3.6     Showing interest  Listen to the end of the 
conversation again and answer these questions. 

 1 Does Jess think the art competition is a really 
good idea? 

 2 Does Andy think going for something to eat is a 
really good idea? 

 3 Does Chris think having a burger is a really good idea? 

 5b 3.7    Listen to two different ways to say  OK  (a and 
b). Which intonation shows strong interest or enthusiasm? 
Which shows weak interest or no enthusiasm? 

 6a 3.8      Listen to more phrases. Is the intonation 
strong interest (SI) or weak interest (WI)? 

 1 Great idea.     WI      4 OK.    
 2 Yes.         5 Fantastic.    
 3 Excellent.      6 Great.    

 6b Work with a partner. Practise saying the phrases 
in Exercise 6a. Which intonation do you hear?  

 7 With your partner, make and respond to 
suggestions about this weekend. Use the language 
in Exercises 4a and 6a. 

 A: Let’s go to the cinema. 
 B: Great id ea! 

 TASK 
 MAKING AND RESPONDING TO SUGGESTIONS 

 8a You are on a Student Committee. You want to plan 
a weekend of fund-raising events for a charity from 
Exercise 1. Prepare ideas for fund-raising activities and 
events. Think about typical ideas and unusual ideas. 

 8b Work in pairs or groups thinking about the same 
charity. Agree what events to have, and when to have 
them. Make suggestions and reply to your partners’ 
ideas. Use the language in Exercises 4a and 6a. 

USEFUL PHRASES

That sounds fun/good.
That sounds interesting.
Good idea.
So, on Saturday, it’s …
I don’t want to do that.
I’m not sure.
That sounds boring.
In the evening, it’s …

 8c Describe your plan to other groups. Are your ideas 
the same? Do students with the other charities have 
different ideas? 

  Rainforest 

CONCERN  

 The rainforest is of 
great importance to 
the world, but it is 
disappearing. Every 
year, humans cut 
down trees in an area 
the size of England. 
The rainforest is 
home to many types 
of animals and plants, 
and the trees provide 
oxygen for the planet. 
We save the rainforest 
by buying large areas 
of it. This protects 
the trees from the big 
companies and gives 
hope to the animals. 
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STUDY AND WRITING SKILLS STUDY AND WRITING SKILLS3.4

 STUDY SKILLS 
 CLASSROOM LANGUAGE 

 1  Classroom objects  Work with a partner. Are these 
things in your classroom? Do you have them on your 
desk or in your bag? 

 a blackboard     a CD player    a chair    
a computer    a coursebook    a DVD player    
an English–English dictionary    a notebook
  a pen     a pencil       a whiteboard 

 2a  Classroom instructions  Who usually says these 
sentences: the teacher, the student or both? 

  1 Open your books at page 28. 
  2 Work in pairs. 
  3 Do you understand? 
  4 Sorry, what do you mean? 
  5 Work on your own. 
  6 Check your ideas with your partner. 
  7 Can you repeat that, please? 
  8 What’s the answer to number 1? 
  9 I don’t know. 
 10 Close your books. 

 2b Match sentences a–e with fi ve sentences from 
Exercise 2a with similar meanings.  

 a Sorry, I don’t understand. 
 b I have no idea. 
 c Look at page 28. 
 d Can you say that again, please? 
 e Work with a partner. 

 3a  Questions about a word  The questions below are 
common in classrooms. Complete the questions with 
the words in the box. 

  What   How  Where  What  How  What  How 

 1   What    does ‘evaporate’ mean? 
 2       part of speech is ‘evaporate’? 
 3       do you spell ‘evaporate’? 
 4       is the word stress in ‘evaporate’? 
 5     do you pronounce it? 
 6       do you say ‘evaporate’ in Polish? 
 7     is ‘parować‘ in English? 

  3b 3.9    Match the questions from Exercise 3a with 
these answers. Then listen and check. 

 a E-V-A-P-O-R-A-T-E. 
 b It’s on the second syllable. 
 c In English, it’s ‘evaporate’. 
 d When a liquid evaporates, it changes into steam or 

a gas. 
 e  Parować  .
 f It’s a verb. 
 g / ɪˈvæpəreɪt / 

 4  Asking about words  Work with a partner. Ask for 
the English word, spelling and word stress for the 
things in some pictures. 

 Student A: Look at pictures A–D on page 133 and ask 
your questions. Answer your partner’s questions about 
pictures E–H. 
 Student B: Look at pictures E–H on page 134 and ask 
your questions. Answer your partner’s questions about 
pictures A–D. 

28
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STUDY AND WRITING SKILLS STUDY AND WRITING SKILLS

 WRITING SKILLS 
 A DESCRIPTION OF A PROCESS 

 5a Look at the picture and fi nd the things in the box. 

 the sun     the ground     mountains     clouds     the sea      
 rivers     water vapour 

 5b Complete these sentences about parts 1–4 in the 
picture. Use the present simple form of these verbs. 

 evaporate     form     heat     move 

 1  The sun       the sea. 
 2 The water      . 
 3 The water vapour       clouds . 
 4 The clouds       above the mountains. 

 6  Linkers  Complete this description of the fi rst part of 
the water cycle (parts 1–4). Use the phrases in the box. 
Some phrases can go in more than one gap. There is 
one phrase you do not need. 

 next,      fi nally,      then,      fi rst of all,      after that, 

  1       the sun heats the sea.  2       the water in the 
sea evaporates and it goes into the air.  3       the water 
vapour forms clouds.  4       the clouds move over the 
land and they move above the mountains.  

 7a  Pronouns:   it   and   they    Look at these two sentences. 
What do  it  and  they  me an? 

 1 … the water in the sea evaporates and  it  goes into 
the air. 

 2 … the clouds move over the land and  they  move 
above the mountains. 

 7b We can use  and  with the pronouns  it  and  they  to 
join two sentences or ideas. Look at the examples in 
Exercise 7a, then join sentence pairs 1 and 2 below. 

 1 The water vapour goes into the air. + The water 
vapour forms clouds. 

 2 Animals go to the rivers. + Animals drink the water. 

  8 Look at the second part of the water cycle (parts 
5–8). Put these sentences in the right order.  

 a  The rain goes into the rivers.  
 b  The cycle begins again.  
 c  The rain falls to the ground.  
 d  The water vapour changes into rain.  
 e  The rivers carry the water to the sea.  

  9 Now describe the second part of the water cycle 
(parts 5–8). Use the ideas in Exercise 8. Don’t forget 
to use linkers and pronouns. Look at Exercise 6 to 
help you.  

  In the cold air, the water vapour …  

 3.4

The water cycle
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IN THIS UNIT

 GRAMMAR 
•   comparative adjectives  
•   superlative adj ectives 

 VOCABULARY 
•   transport  
•   air tr avel 

 SCENARIO 
•   buying a ticket
•  booking a fl ight 

 STUDY SKILLS 
•   planning your written work 

 WRITING SKILLS 
•  description (a transport 

system)

Transport
5.1 SPEED5

‘O! for a horse with wings.’ William Shakespeare, 1564–1616, British playwright

 VOCABULARY 
 TRANSPORT 

 1a Match the means of transport in the box with the 
verbs (1–4) below. 

 bike     boat     bus     car     lorry     motorbike     plane
ship     taxi     (underground/metro) train     tram     ferry 

 1 to travel/go by  bike, boat …   3 to ride
 2 to drive  a bus, a car …      4 to fl y  

 1b Which means of transport do you use? Which do 
you like/not like? 

 I usually travel by bus because buses are cheap. 
 I don’t like motorbikes because they’re noisy. 

 READING 
 2 Match the means of transport 1–5 with photos A–E. 

 1   high-speed train   4 passenger ship
 2   sports car   5 private plane
 3 passenger plane  

 3  Match the means of transport in Exercise 2 with 
these speeds. Then read the article and check. 

 a   56km/h    4   d  486km/h
 b  972km/h   e   903km/h
 c 430km/h

  Answer:
 You’re obviously in a hurry! Let’s start with 
travelling on land. Modern cars can go very fast – 
the Bugatti Veyron Supersport has a top speed of 
about 430km/h, but there’s a speed limit on the 
majority of motorways, so you can only drive at 
around 120km/h. 

 Trains are usually faster than cars. The Chinese 
high-speed train (CRH380A) can go at 486km/h, 
but it usually travels at a slower speed of 
380km/h. You can take this train from Beijing to 
Shanghai – a journey of about fi ve hours.  

 Of course, planes are faster than cars or trains. 
The Airbus A350 travels at about 900km/h – fast, 
but slower than the Cessna Citation X. This fl ies at 
972km/h – but it’s quite small and only carries a 
maximum of nine passengers. 

But life isn’t all about speed. Ships are a nice, 
easy way of travelling. They’re slow – even a 
fast passenger ship reaches only 56km/h – but 
they’re more comfortable and more relaxing than 
other means of transport. Isn’t that sometimes 
important, too?

Question of the day

  How fast can I travel? What are the top 
speeds I can go by sea, on land or in the sky?

A

09.22 76%ONICO
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Transport
5.1 SPEED

  4 Tick (✓) the information you can fi nd in the article. 

 1 We can’t drive at 150km/h on the majority of 
motorways. ✓ 

 2 The name of the Chinese high-speed train is the 
CRH380A. 

 3 The journey from Beijing to Shanghai takes about 
fi ve hours. 

 4 The Airbus A350 can carry between 250 and 350 
passengers. 

 5 Both the Airbus A350 and the Cessna Citation X can 
go at over 850km/h. 

 6 Travelling by sea is slow. 

 GRAMMAR 
 COMPARATIVE ADJECTIVES 

 5 We use comparative adjectives to compare one 
person or thing with another person or thing. 

 Planes are  faster than  trains or cars. 

 Complete the table with adjectives from the article. 

  adjective    comparative  

 slow   1   slower     

than

 fast   2        

  3          nicer 

  4          easier 

  5          more modern  

 relaxing   6       

 comfortable   7       

GRAMMAR TIP

A few common comparatives are irregular.
good  better; bad  worse
Note: for more spelling changes in comparative 
adjectives, see page 110.

   Language reference and extra practice, pages 110–111 

 6 Complete these sentences with the comparative 
form of the adjective in brackets. 

 1 Plane travel is       than car travel. (safe) 
 2 The Suez Canal is       than the Panama Canal. (long) 
 3 Buses are       in London than in São Paulo. 

(expensive) 
 4 Lorries are       in the USA than in the UK. (big) 
 5 Chicago O’Hare Airport is       than Paris Charles 

de Gaulle Airport. (busy) 

 PRONUNCIATION 
 7a 5.1   Vowel sounds  Listen to the sentences in 
Exercise 6. What is the vowel sound in  than ? 

 7b Work with a partner. Make comparisons with these 
prompts. Be careful with the pronunciation of  than . 

 1 trains / planes / cheap 
 2 planes / motorbikes / noisy 
 3 motorbikes / ships / exciting 
 4 bikes / cars / safe 
 5 trams / buses / common 

 SPEAKING 
 8  Collaboration  Work with a partner. You want to buy 
a new car. Look at the information below and compare 
the cars. Use the adjectives in the box. Which car do 
you want? 

 big     cheap     comfortable     expensive     fast     
good       high     low    nice     safe     slow     small 

 The Hyundai is faster than the Skoda. 

B DC

    Top speed       169km/h   

   Price       £8,345   

   Size       3.6m x 1.6m   

   Comfort      ★★★★ 

   Safety      ★★★★ 

   CO  2   emissions      108g/km   

Hyundai i10

       3.6m x 1.6m   

    Top speed       159km/h   
   Price       £7,720  
   Size       3.6m x 1.6m   
   Comfort      ★★★★★  
   Safety      ★★★★★ 
   CO  2   emissions      105g/km   

  Skoda Citigo   

E
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5.2 CITY TRANSPORT

 READING 
 1 Read the article about urban transport in one 
minute. Match photos A–E with the cities in the article. 

 2 Read the article again. Which facts do these 
numbers refer to? Complete each sentence below 
with a word from the article. 

 3.6 million     468     200     20 million     2.4 billion 

 1 the number of passengers a year on the Moscow 
      s ystem 

 2 the length in kilometres of the St Petersburg       
system 

 3 the number of stations on the New York City       
system 

 4 the number of passengers a year on New York’s 
Staten Island       

 5 the number of passengers a day at Shinjuku 
    station    

 3 Are these sentences true or false? 

 1 London is smaller than Moscow. 
 2 New York’s metro system is smaller than some 

others. 
 3 People do not know about the buses in London. 
 4 London’s underground trains are cheap. 
 5 There are many passengers in Tokyo’s 

metro stations. 

 Great cities need good transport systems. Which cities have the 
best systems? 
  Moscow needs a good transport system because it is the 
largest city in Europe. The metro is the busiest system in Europe 
(2.4 billion passengers per year) and the stations are perhaps 
the most beautiful. Another Russian city, St Petersburg, is called 
a ‘City of Trams’ because it has Eastern Europe’s longest tram 
system – over 200km long. 
  New York is a city that is famous for its size – the population is 
larger, the buildings are taller and the sandwiches are bigger than 
in many other cities. It has the world’s biggest metro system (with 
468 stations), the world’s largest station (Grand Central with 44 
platforms) and the busiest ferry in the world. The Staten Island ferry 
carries 20 million people past the Statue of Liberty every year. 
  London has perhaps the most famous buses in the world – 
the red double-deckers. It also has a good metro (or underground) 

system, and it is the oldest in the world. Unfortunately, 
it is also the most expensive in the world. 

        Many people think that public transport in 
Tokyo is the best in the world. It is certainly 
very busy and always crowded. In fact, 
the busiest train station in the world is 
Shinjuku Station, central Tokyo, with 3.6 
million passengers a day.

biggest
urban transport around the world

big
bigger

biggest
bigger

biggest
big

bigger
big

A

D

E

C

 London is smaller than Moscow. 
 New York’s metro system is smaller than some 

 People do not know about the buses in London. 
 London’s underground trains are cheap. 
 There are many passengers in Tokyo’s 

the red double-deckers. It also has a good metro (or underground) 
system, and it is the oldest in the world. Unfortunately, 

it is also the most expensive in the world. 
        Many people think that public transport in 

Tokyo is the best in the world. It is certainly 
very busy and always crowded. In fact, 
the busiest train station in the world is the busiest train station in the world is 
Shinjuku Station, central Tokyo, with 3.6 
million passengers a day.

B
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CITY TRANSPORT  5.2

 GRAMMAR  
 SUPERLATIVE ADJECTIVES 

 4a Match sentences 1–3 with a–c. Do we use 
superlative adjectives to compare one thing with 
another thing, or with several things in a group? 

 1 New York has the world’s biggest station. 
 2 The London Underground is the oldest metro system 

in the world. 
 3 The London Underground is the most expensive 

metro system in the world. 
 a It’s older than all the others. 
 b It’s more expensive than all the others. 
 c It’s larger than all the others.  

 4b Complete the table with superlatives from the 
article.  

  adjective    superlative  

 old   the  1       

 large   the  2        

 big   the  3       

 busy   the  4       

 famous
beautiful 

 the  5       
 the  6       

 good  
 bad 

 the  7       
 the  8   worst   

   Language reference and extra practice, pages 110–111 

 5a Use the table to complete the sentences about 
three metro systems. 

  metro system     New York     London     Tokyo   

 length (km)   337   402   195  

 ticket price ($)   2.42   7.34   2.46  

 age (fi rst trains)   1904   1863   1927  

 Length (long/short)

  The metro system in New York is  1   longer  than the 
metro in Tokyo, but the London Underground is  2       
system of the three. 
 The metro system in New York is  3      than the metro 
in London, but the Tokyo metro is  4      system of the 
three. 

 5b Write pairs of sentences for the other information 
in the table. 

 •  price ( expensive/cheap ) 
 •  age ( old/modern ) 

 6 Work with a partner. Write the superlative form 
of the adjectives in the box. Then ask and answer 
questions about your country or city. 

 busy     comfortable     dangerous     exciting
fast     safe     slow 

 What’s the fastest means of transport in Milan? 

 LISTENING 
 7a 5.2  Listen to three people talking about 
how they get around their cities. Choose the 
correct answers. 

  person     city     transport to 
college/work   

  journey to 
college/work   

 1  Mei   Beijing /  
 Nanjing  

 motorbike / 
bus / metro / 
electric bike  

 30 minutes / 
13 minutes  

 2  Fuad   Khartoum / 
Cairo  

 car / bus / 
metro  

 1 hour / 
1 hour 30 
minutes  

 3  Sandra  Amsterdam / 
Anderlecht 

 tram / boat / 
bike / 
motorbike  

 20 minutes / 
12 minutes  

 7b Listen again. Which city/cities does each sentence 
describe? Check your answers with Audio script 5.2 on 
page 150. 

 1 The metro system is small.  Beijing   and        
 2 The buses are busy.       and       
 3 Bikes are popular.       and        
 4 The metro is a nice way to travel.       
 5 Some people travel by boat.       

 SPEAKING 
 8 Work in groups to answer these questions. 

 •  How do you go to work, college or university? 
 •  How long does your journey take? 
 •  Can you use different means of transport? 
 •  What’s the best way to get around your town/city? 

 WRITING 
 9  Evaluation  Write a paragraph about transport and 
travelling around your town/city. Use Audio script 5.2 
on page 150 to help you. 

 The best way to get around Paris is the metro, 
because ... 

MEET THE EXPERT

Watch an interview with Chloe 
Couchman, an expert on London tourism, 
about getting around a famous city.
Turn to page 128 for video activities.
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AT A TICKET AGENCYAT A TICKET AGENCY
SCENARIO5.3

42

 PREPARATION 
 1 Match sentences 1–4 with sentences a–d with a 
similar meaning. 

 1 The fl ight takes ten hours. 
 2 The plane departs at 17.00. 
 3 The arrival time is 17.00. 
 4 The price of the ticket is €500. 
a The plane leaves at fi ve o’clock.
b The ticket costs €500.
c The fl ight is ten hours long.
d The plane lands at 5 p.m.

 2 5.3  Complete the sentences below with the 
words in the box. Listen and check your answers. 

 aisle    business    in-fl ight    return    standard     window

 1 I’d like a    return    ticket to Rio, please. 
 2 I usually travel in       class, but sometimes my 

company pays and then I fl y       clas s. 
 3 This airline has really good       service.  
 4 I always ask for a       seat. I love the view of 

the clouds. 
 5 I always ask for an       seat because I’ve got 

long legs! 

 PRONUNCIATION 
 3a  Stress in compound nouns  Listen again and 
underline the word with the strongest stress in each 
compound noun. 

 1  return  ticke t 
 2 standard class, business class 
 3 in-fl ight service 
 4 window seat 
 5 aisle seat 

 3b Practise saying the sentences with a partner. 
Check your partner’s pronunciation. 

   4 Read the airline adverts and answer the questions. 

 1 Which airline is the cheapest? 
 2 Which airline has the best in-fl ight service? 
 3 Which airline has the most frequent fl ights? 

 Everything you want from
an international airline 

 •  Daily � ights to all destinations 
 •  Standard in-� ight service 
 •  Hot and cold meals 
 •  Snacks 
•   Full drinks service 
•  In-� ight � lms OzAir

   Full meal and drinks service 

 In-� ight � lms and video games 

 In-� ight head-massage service (extra charge) 

 Bigger seats and more leg room 

We � y three times a week to all our destinations.

TopAir
We give you more than other airlines

International 
Budget Air

Low-cost 

airline of

the year

 20% cheaper than other airlines.  
How do we do it?
 We have limited in-� ight service: 
 •  free snacks, extra charge for 

meals and drinks 
 •  in-� ight radio, extra charge for video � lms 
We � y twice a week to each destination.
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 5 5.4  Kasia wants to fl y to New York from Australia. 
She phones a travel agent and asks for information 
about different fl ights. Listen and complete the table. 

  Oz Air     Top Ai r   

  departs    8 a.m.  

  arrives    5 p.m.  

  length    14 hours  

  price   

  in-flight 
service   

 good / very good / 
excellent  

 good / very good / 
excellent  

 6a 5.5  Which fl ight does Kasia decide to book, do you 
think? Listen to the rest of the conversation and check. 

 6b Listen again and complete this booking form. 

USEFUL PHRASES

Customer Travel agent
Can you tell me about … ? Would you like … ?
How much does … ? How would you like
When does … ? to pay?
I’d like to …
How long does … ?

 KEY LANGUAGE 
 BUYING A TICKET 

 7a 5.6  Complete these questions and write answers 
for the two airlines. Then listen and check. 

 1 When       it leave? 
 2 When       it arrive? 
 3 How       does it take?
4 How       does it cost? 
 5       it a good airline? 

 7b Write the travel agent’s questions for 1–6 on the 
booking form in Exercise 6b. Look at Audio script 5.5 
on page 151 and check your ideas. 

 1 Which airline would you like to travel with? 

 8 Practise the conversation with a partner. Remember 
the pronunciation of compound nouns. 

 Full name:

  From: To:

  Airline:

  Departure d ate:  Return date:

  Class: Seat: 

 Payment method:

From:
To:
Subject:

Jo StaveleyJo StaveleyJo Staveley
Chris BraundChris BraundChris Braund
Moscow � ight –urgentMoscow � ight –urgentMoscow � ight –urgent

 Hi Chris, 

 I need another � ight – the third one this year! 

 I’d like a return ticket to Moscow, departing next Sunday 
(to arrive Monday) and returning one week later. I need to 
arrive in Moscow by midday their time. 

 The return time is not important, but I don’t want to leave 
Moscow very early in the morning. Of course, the cheaper 
the better! Can you � nd a suitable � ight for me? 

 I think the � ight is very long – what in-� ight services do 
they o� er? 

 Speak to you soon. 

 Best wishes, 

Jo

inbox  2

 TASK 
 BOOKING A FLIGHT 

 9 Work with a partner and make 
a phone call between a business 
person and a travel agent. 

 Student A: You are Jo, the business 
person. You live in Sydney, 
Australia. Read your email (below) 
to the travel agent and underline 
the important information. Then phone the travel agent 
and take notes of the information. Choose the best fl ight 
and make a booking. 
 Student B: You are Chris, the travel agent. Read the 
email below from a frequent customer. Look at the 
timetable and information on page 135 and follow the 
instructions. 

  From: To:  From: To:  From: To:  From: To:  From: To:  From: To:  From: To:  From: To:  From: To:  From: To:

  Departure d ate:  Return date:  Departure d ate:  Return date:  Departure d ate:  Return date:  Departure d ate:  Return date:

  Class: Seat:   Class: Seat:   Class: Seat: 
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5.4

 STUDY SKILLS 
 PLANNING YOUR WRITTEN WORK 

 1a  Stages in writing  Look at these stages 
in a piece of writing. Number them in the 
order you do them. 

 a Do a draft.  
 b Join ideas together.  
 c Read and understand the 

question or task.  
 d Do a fi nal copy.  
 e Make changes and add new 

ideas to your draft.  
 f Think of ideas and write 

them down.  
 g Put ideas in the best order.  

 1b Compare your order with a partner. 
Is it the same or different? 

 1c  Self-evaluation  Do you usually do 
these things when you write? Which 
things do you miss out? Why? 

 2  Organising information  Look at these 
sentences about transport in Italy. Match 
them with the headings in the box. 

 Air     General information     Rail     
Road     Sea 

  1 People drive on the right. 
  2 Modern, comfortable trains run from 

one big city to another. 
  3 The speed limit is 50km/h in towns. 
  4 There are about eight important 

airports. 
  5   Italy has a very good transport system. 
  6 The Fréjus tunnel for cars and lorries 

runs for 13 kilometres under the Alps 
between France and Italy. 

  7 There are fl ights between most cities. 
  8 The longest underground railway, or 

metro, is in Milan. 
  9 Italy has about six major ports. 
 10 It has one of the best motorway 

systems in Europe. 
 11 Leonardo da Vinci is the name of an 

airport in Rome. 
 12 The biggest sea port is Genoa. 
 13 There are excellent links both within 

Italy and with other countries. 

 3  Word webs  Use word webs to organise information in a visual 
way. This helps you remember the information. Use the word web 
below to record the information from Exercise 2. 

 4a Work with a partner. Discuss the questions about transport in 
your area, your country or somewhere you both know well. 

 1 Is the transport system good? 
 2 What is the most popular way to travel? 
 3 How many big ports, airports or railway stations are there? 

Which is the biggest? 
 4 Which means of transport is the most expensive? 
 5 Are motorways free? 
 6 What is the speed limit on roads? 

 4b Now make a word web with the information from Exercise 4a. 

good system excellent links

TRANSPORT 
IN ITALY

Sea Air

RailRoad

General 
information
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STUDY AND WRITING SKILLS  5.4

 WRITING SKILLS 
 DESCRIPTION (A TRANSPORT SYSTEM) 

 5  Paragraphs  What is a paragraph? Look at these statements from 
students. Which are correct? 

 1 ‘You use paragraphs when you speak or write.’ 
 2 ‘A paragraph is a group of sentences.’ 
 3 ‘It’s about one topic.’ 
 4 ‘It’s usually part of a long piece of writing.’ 
 5 ‘It starts on a new line.’ 
 6 ‘You use it when you jump from a plane.’ 

 6 Read the text  Transport in India  quickly and match paragraphs 1–3 
with these headings. 

 a  Rail transport    b Road transport    c Introduction to the topic 

 7a  Topic sentences  The topic sentence of a paragraph tells us the 
topic of the paragraph. It is usually the fi rst sentence in the paragraph. 
Underline the topic sentences in paragraphs 2 and 3 of the text. 

 7b Read this paragraph from the text, then choose the best topic 
sentence below (a–d). 

 a Kanyakumari is in India. 
 b Indians make long journeys by boat. 
 c In some parts of India, river transport is important. 
 d Rivers in India are often dirty. 

 8  Ordering ideas  Look at these 
sentences about air transport in India. 
Put them in the best order to make a 
paragraph. 

 a There are over 20 international 
airports. 

 b Indira Gandhi International Airport 
(Delhi) is the biggest international 
airport. 

 c Air transport is more important now 
than in the past. 

 9  Linkers  We use  but  when we add 
different or surprising information to a 
sentence. Underline the examples of  but  
in paragraph 2 of the text. 

 10 Each sentence below has too many 
 buts . Correct the mistakes. 

 1 Flights in India are expensive but 
they’re cheaper but at night. 

 2 On Italian motorways, but the speed 
limit is 130km/h but it’s 50km/h in 
towns. 

 3  In Mexico, buses are cheap but long 
journeys can take but more than 24 
hours. 

 11 Write three paragraphs about 
transport in your country or area. Use 
your notes from Exercise 4b and the text 
 Transport in India  to help you. 

  4  There are a lot of boats and ships on the big rivers like the River 
Ganges. These boats carry people, animals, food and goods. 
Some people live on boats and catch � sh to eat. 

  1  India is a very large 
country with a population 
of over one billion people. 
There are very long 
distances between places. 
Different kinds of transport 
move people hundreds of 
kilometres every day. 

 2  The most popular way 
to travel in India is by 
road, and there are over 
4,200,000 kilometres 
of roads. India now has 
new roads, but there 
are still problems with 
road transport. The new 
roads aren’t near a lot of 
the villages. Also, a lot 
of people are poor and 
cannot buy cars. Buses are 
very popular, but they are 
often very crowded.

 3  The railway system 
carries more than 25 
million people every day. 
The longest train journey 
is 4,286 kilometres and it 
goes from Dibrugarh in the 
north-east to Kanyakumari 
in the south. It takes 82 
hours and there are 56 
stops.

4 There are a lot of boats 
and ships on the big rivers 
like the River Ganges. 
These boats carry people, 
animals, food and goods. 
Some people live on boats 
and catch � sh to eat.
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